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CODEX: Stochastic Encoding Method to Relax
Resistive Crossbar Accelerator Design Requirements

Tony Liu, Amirali Amirsoleimani, Jianxiong Xu, Fabien Alibart, Yann Beilliard,
Serge Ecoffey, Dominique Drouin, and Roman Genov

Abstract—A stochastic input encoding scheme (CODEX) is
presented that aims to relax the digital-to-analog converter (ADC)
design requirements in memristor crossbar systems. CODEX
reduces the ADC input range by encoding the input bits us-
ing Bernoulli statistics so that the bit-line current distribution
becomes a narrow Gaussian. By reducing ADC input range,
CODEX can be used to reduce ADC power and area or increase
ADC resolution for faster in-situ training. Besides input data
encoding, CODEX includes probability thresholding for sparse
input data as well as a random re-sampling method for dealing
with ADC overflow. CODEX is evaluated on CIFAR-10 dataset
image classification and reconstruction, sentiment classification,
and audio classification. The results show an averaged 68.5%
reduction in ADC power and 35.5% reduction in ADC area as
well as 25.8% increase in in-situ training speed when applied to
the state-of-the-art ISAAC and PUMA accelerators.

Index Terms—Memristor, Analog-to-Digital Converter, Vector-
Matrix Multiplication, Inference, Deep Neural Network.

I. INTRODUCTION

RESISTIVE crossbars based on non-volatile memories
have garnered increased attention as low-power and high-

speed approximate computing accelerators for a variety of
computationally-intensive applications including deep neural
networks (DNNs) [1]–[5] and neuromorphic computing [6]–
[9]. Memristor crossbars perform vector-matrix multiplication
(VMM) by mapping a N ×M matrix onto the memristors’
conductance range, applying an input voltage vector to the
rows, and then sensing the current from the columns. Al-
though, memristor crossbars can significantly increase energy,
storage and area efficiency, peripheral input and output circuits
will impose a considerable cost [10], [11]. Power consumption
in memristor crossbar systems can be separated into on-
chip passive power, and peripheral circuit power. Normally,
peripheral circuits consume most of the total power (> 90%)
with analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) in particular making
up over 57% of peripheral circuit power in such platforms [12].
To ensure about the dot-product operation, a high-resolution
ADCs (8 to 10 bits) will be required in large resistive crossbar
arrays. Such high-resolution ADCs consume higher energy and
area in comparison with resistive array and finding appropriate
techniques to reduce their design costs will be critical to im-
prove the resistive VMM platform performance metrics. One
common method to relieve ADC design constraints include bit-
slicing of weights [13] where a single high-resolution weight
is split and mapped onto multiple lower-resolution memristors.
While effective in reducing ADC resolution requirements, bit-
slicing results in severe area overhead. The work in [14]
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utilizes a quantization algorithm that compresses DNNs to
relax ADC resolution constraints in machine learning (ML)
applications. In [15] and [16] input encoding method to reduce
the input range of the ADC has been presented. However, the
encoded inputs in [15], [16] have log2(N/2) additional bits
where N is the number of rows of the crossbar. These extra
input bits can entail a heavy cost in terms of system speed
and throughput when used on larger crossbars.

II. BIT-SERIAL VMM AND ADC CHARACTERISTICS

In order to perform VMM on a memristor crossbar system,
the input data must be converted into a series of voltage signals
(Fig. 1(a)). To discern all possible output states, J bit ADCs
are required where J = I+W + log2(N +1). Here, I and W
represent the bit-resolution of the input voltage signals and the
memristors while N is the number of rows. As such, it is nor-
mal that relatively-high resolution ADCs are required for many
practical VMM applications. However, it may be possible to
use lower-resolution ADCs by considering a valid assumptions
on the input data distribution or memristor state distribution.
Typically, the most significant bits (MSBs) which hold most
of the information will be heavily correlated as shown in Fig.
1(b) while the least significant bits (LSBs) are usually mostly
independent as shown in Fig. 1(c). Similarly, the distribution
of memristor resistances on the crossbar can vary greatly as
can be seen in a small sample of 20 low resistance memristors
in Fig. 1(a). The typical sensing circuit for the memristor array
usually consists of trans-impedance amplifier (TIA) and ADC
[11], in which the TIA converts the memristor array output
current to voltage that is digitized by ADC. High-resolution
ADC architectures are the main sensing blocks in resistive
VMM crossbar arrays to guarantee the accuracy in typical
machine learning applications (Fig. 1(d)). The ADC can be
loosely classified into two main categories, which are Nyquist-
rate converters and oversampling converters. The output of
the Nyquist-rate converter (such as the SAR/flash ADC) has a
one-to-one correspondence to the input signal. In comparison,
the oversampling converters operating much faster than the
signal Nyquist frequency to increase the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). Most resistive crossbar platforms utilizes the Nyquist-
rate converter on account of its high throughput, and low
power. As shown in Fig. 1(e), the ADC power consumption
reduces as the technology nodes becoming smaller, while it
is exponentially proportional to the needed effective number
of bits (ENOB). Fig. 1(f) illustrates the dynamic range of the
ADC is inversely proportional to the sampling frequency and
technology nodes for the given power consumption. Fig. 1(g)
shows the relationship between the required ADC ENOB and
the number of memristors per ADC. The needed resolution of
the ADC is linearly proportional to the product of the number
of memristors per ADC and the memristor resolution.
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Fig. 1. (a) Memristor crossbar vector-matrix multiplication (VMM) input pipeline. (b) Sample correlation heat map of the most significant input bit. (c)
Sample correlation heatmap of the least significant bit. (d) The memristor cross bar array classification accuracy for a given ADC resolution. (e) The ADC
power consumption versus the needed ENOB in different technology nodes. (f) The ADC dynamic range versus the sampling frequency in different technology
nodes. (g) The relationship among the ADC resolution, memristor cell per ADC and memristor accuracy.

III. METHODOLOGY
A. Stochastic Input Modulation

Fig. 2(a) introduces CODEX, which stochastically modu-
lates the input data by adding a randomly-generated binary
input vector to each in order to decorrelate the input bits
from each other. After CODEX is applied, the decoupled
encoded input bits can be modelled as independent, non-
identical random Bernoulli variables. As such, the output
currents for each column are represented as a weighted sum
of N bernoulli variables: Ij =

∑N
i wi,jbi(p) where N is

the number of rows on the crossbar. Here, Ij is a random
variable that represents the current in the j-th column, wi,j
is the conductance of the i-th row, j-th column memristor,
and bi(p) is the bernoulli variable for the i-th row input.
The mean of Ij is given as µj =

∑N
i piwi,j with variance

σ2
j =

∑N
i pi(1− pi)w2

i,j where pi is the probability of bi(p)
being 1. As N −→ ∞, the Lyapunov Central Limit Theorem
(CLT) can be applied because Lyapunov’s condition is satisfied
by Ij for δ = 1:

lim
N→∞

1

s2+δn

N∑
i

(bi(p)− µbi(p)
2+δ

) = 0 (1)

As a result, Ij −→ N (µj , σ
2
j ) as N −→ ∞. Essentially, random

inputs with high dimensionality N will result in an output
current range that is much smaller than normal. The general
flowchart of using CODEX in in-situ and ex-situ applications
is shown in Fig. 2(b). The binary input matrix X ∈ RN×k

is modulated by adding random binary matrix U ∈ RN×k

such that X’ = X + U where X’ ∈ RN×k+1. The random
encoding matrix U is sampled from a Bernoulli distribution
with P (Uij = 1) = 0.5 as illustrated in Fig. 2(c). The
modulated input X’ is then fed into the memristor crossbar
as voltage pulses and the output current is recorded by the
ADCs. The intended output current for the m-th bit, XmG,
can be recovered by subtracting UmG from the recorded output
current: XmG = Im − UmG where Im is the output current
of the m-th column and G is a matrix that represents the
conductances of the memristor crossbar. Ideally, a random U
would be sampled for every input vector, but this method
would be impractical due to the computational overhead of
computing a new UG for every VMM. Instead, we found that

randomly generating a couple fixed U matrices beforehand
is sufficient to produce a roughly normal output current
distribution for practical applications. Due to the small pool
of encoding matrices U∗, UG can also be calculated for every
U ∈ U∗ beforehand with negligible overhead.
B. Sparse Input Optimization and ADC Overflow

Each element xij in the X input matrix has a probability pij
of being one. Ignoring carry-over from previous bit columns,
the probability of modulated input X’ being one can be
formulated as:

P (x′ij = 1) =

{
pij , if uij = 0

1− pij , if uij = 1
(2)

To estimate pij , a random sample of the input can be taken
and the relative frequency of ones can be used to approximate
pij . One method of reducing crossbar power consumption is
to keep the current running through memristors and bit- or
word-lines low by minimizing the frequency of non-zero input
voltage pulses. In others words, we would like to minimize
P (x′ij = 1) = p′ij for all i and j. To completely minimize p′ij ,
uij would be 1 for all pij > 0.5 and 0 otherwise. However,
this U assignment would not be random and would prevent
our proposed method from normalizing the output current
distribution. On the other hand, fully randomizing U results in
EX(pij) = 0.5 regardless of input data distribution which can
result in a significant increase in bit-line current. To address
this issue, we propose a probability threshold illustrated in
Fig. 2(d) where if pij is less than the threshold th, then
uij = 0. This probability threshold prevents low pij from
being randomly flipped into high pij , thus, preventing any
significant increase in average bit-line current. In addition, U
remains random above th, keeping the output current distri-
bution roughly normal. The main overhead in implementing
this concept would be calculating pij which can be reasonably
estimated with a small (<1%) random sample of the dataset.
Assuming a normal output current distribution, there is a
4.55% chance that the output current falls outside 2σ of the
mean and a 0.27% chance for the output to fall outside three
σ. No matter what ADC input range is used, there will be
a non-zero chance of the output being outside this range.
A solution to this issue is to prepare multiple spare random
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Fig. 2. (a) CODEX encodes inputs randomly to normalize output distribution and reduce ADC input range. (b) CODEX in-situ and ex-situ usage flowchart.
(c) Stochastic encoding matrix U is sampled from a Bernoulli distribution with an even probability distribution. (d) Threshold inputs by only randomizing
non-sparse input bits to reduce average output current. (e) Prepare multiple spare CODEX encoding matrices to minimize ADC overflow probability.

encoding matrices to substitute in the case of an overflow.
Let’s denote these random matrices as U∗ = {U1,U2, ...,UN}.
Given an input matrix X, the output distribution for the k-th
bit is Ik =

∑N
i (Xi + b(0.5)) ·Gij . Assuming the probability

that Ik falls outside the ADC input range is pover, then the
probability of every independent matrix Ui ∈ U∗ causing an
ADC overflow is (pover)

N as shown in Fig. 2(e). Since the
probability of ADC overflow decreases exponentially with the
number of random encoding matrices prepared, this problem
can be fully addressed in practice by randomly sampling from
a relatively small pool of ten encoding matrices. Even with a
narrow ADC range of 2σ, the probability of overflow with all
ten encoding matrices is negligible (3.8× 10−12%).

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. CODEX Application and Performance Analysis

Fig. 3(a) shows CODEX is applied to a multi-layered neural
network. Every layer in the network has a randomly assigned
encoding matrix Ui which is used to encode the input to the
layer (X’i = Xi+Ui) and decode the subsequent output of the
layer (Y’i = Yi − UiGi). Fig. 3(b) illustrates the two main
ways that crossbar systems can benefit from a reduction in
ADC input range: decrease ADC design requirements which
can reduce ADC area and power consumption or increase
ADC resolution by reducing the space between subsequent
quantization levels. By increasing ADC resolution, CODEX
provides improvements in training speed during in-situ/on-
chip neural network training. Fig. 3(c) shows an accuracy
curve for a simple 2-layer neural network training on the
MNIST digit classification task [17]. We can observe that
CODEX reaches an acceptable accuracy of 90% after 96000
training images which is 30.2% faster than the baseline model.
CODEX has two main parameters that need to be tuned before

being applied to a crossbar system. First, we must consider the
probability threshold when dealing with sparse input bits. Fig.
3(d) highlights the probability threshold’s effect on the output
current distribution for the previously described 2-layer neural
network on the MNIST dataset. Increasing the probability
threshold decreases the average output current as intended
with the most significant decrease occurring from th = 0 to
th = 0.1 where the average current decreases by 0.63 mA. The
second parameter to consider is how narrow should the ADC
input range be set to. Fig. 3(e) analyzes the trade-off between
decreasing ADC input range and the induced time overhead
due to dealing with ADC overflow. CODEX results a semi-
normal output distribution which aligns with the exponentially
increasing time overhead when decreasing ADC range as seen
in Fig. 3(e). As such, it is most efficient to set the ADC
range such that less than 5% (2σ) of expected outputs result
in ADC overflow. CODEX is also affected by the specific
applications occurring on the crossbar and the properties of
the crossbar system. Specifically, CODEX can cause extra
error in a crossbar VMM operation because of the additional
decoding and encoding operations involved in CODEX. As
shown in Fig. 3(f), neural network depth and width can heavily
influence the amount of induced error caused by CODEX.
From Fig. 3(f), we can see that computational error is only
unacceptably high when a neural network has many (≥ 6)
layers with over 300 hidden neurons each. However, neural
networks with over 6 wide consecutive fully-connected layers
are almost never used in practice because of the existence of
more parameter-efficient architectures such as deep CNN’s like
ResNet. Similarly, ADC resolution can also impact the amount
of induced error caused by CODEX as analyzed in Fig. 3(g).
We observe that the mean square error (MSE) with CODEX
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grows much faster with decreasing ADC resolution than the
baseline. CODEX rapid error growth occurs because the ADC
sensing error, introduced in the encoding and decoding mod-
ules of CODEX, scales proportionally with ADC resolution. It
is a strength that CODEX effectiveness is maximized at high
ADC bit resolution because high-resolution ADCs compose
significantly higher proportions of memristive VMM plat-
form’s power consumption. Memristor crossbar non-idealities
can change the output current distribution which can impact
CODEX effectiveness. Fig. 3(h) illustrates how memristor low
(LRS) and high (HRS) resistive state variation and stuck-
on/stuck-off memristors can cause upwards of 8% increased
variance in the CODEX’s ADC input range reduction. Other
non-idealities were also investigated in this research, but they
had negligible impact on CODEX input range reduction.
B. Results

In this paper, all simulations are performed using our
extended 1T1R memristor crossbar simulation model [18]
that includes the following memristor non-idealities: limited
memristor programming precision, high and low conductance
state noise for device-to-device variation, stuck-on and stuck-
off memristors, and line resistances. To evaluate CODEX
performance on existing crossbar systems, we apply it to
the state-of-the-art ISAAC [19] and PUMA [20] accelera-
tors. While our test results consider ISAAC and PUMA as
baseline architectures, CODEX can be applied to enhance
any general memristor crossbar system. CODEX is tested
on three datasets across four different applications: CIFAR-
10 [21] for image classification and reconstruction, sentiment
classification dataset [22], and Freesound dataset for audio
classification [23]. Fig. 4(a-c,k) show the output current his-
tograms across the four tasks for CODEX and the baseline
system. While the baseline output distribution varies across
the different tasks, the CODEX output distribution maintains

a relatively consistent truncated normal distribution due to
the ADC input range cutoff. On average, CODEX caused a
3.3× reduction in the range of output current CODEX with
a max and minimum reduction of 2.37× and 4.16× for the
sentiment analysis and CIFAR image reconstruction tasks,
respectively. Fig. 4(d-f,j) examines the case where CODEX is
used to speed up in-situ training by increasing ADC resolution.
After 100000 training images, the baseline model reaches an
average validation accuracy 81.3% across the classification
tasks. CODEX surpasses the final accuracy of the baseline
model with 25.8% less training images on average and was
most effective for the CIFAR classification task where CODEX
reaches the final baseline accuracy 33.6% faster after only
66400 training images. The second part of these sub-figures
show the improvement (gain) in CODEX’s test outputs for
each application as compared to the baseline model’s outputs.
In Fig. 4(j), the CODEX and baseline loss curves follow
roughly with CODEX having roughly 0.01 less BCE error at
all times. A look at the sample test outputs shown shows that
CODEX consistently reconstructs noticeably clearer images
than the baseline model. CODEX’s output range reduction
allows for the implementation of ADCs with fewer ENOBs
onto these baseline crossbar systems with negligible reduction
in system performance. Fig. 4(g-i,l) shows the benefits to
power, area, and SNDR when CODEX is used to reduce ADC
design requirements. When comparing energy (EE), storage
(SE) and computational (CE) efficiency, we keep our definition
of an operation consistent with [20]. With reduced ADC design
requirements, CODEX can be optimized to decrease ADC
power (CODEX-P) or ADC area (CODEX-A). In both cases,
the max SNDR is reduced because it is directly a function
of ADC ENOB. From Table 1, CODEX provides a 50.0%
(PUMA-C) and 63.1% (ISAAC-C) increase in EE over the two
baseline accelerators. CODEX provides a smaller 8.62% and
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COMPARISON OF CODEX WITH PREVIOUS WORKS.
Methods PUMA PUMA-C ISAAC ISAAC-C

ADC Power (W) 35.3 11.1 32.3 10.2
ADC Area (mm2) 21.2 13.7 19.4 12.5
Total Power (W) 62.5 38.3 65.8 43.7

Total Area (mm2) 90.6 83.1 85.4 78.6
EE (TOPS/J) 0.84 1.37 1.06 1.59
SE (MB/mm2) 0.76 0.83 0.74 0.80

CE (TOPS/mm2) 0.58 0.63 0.81 0.88

8.64% improvement in CE over PUMA and ISAAC because
there is a smaller reduction in ADC area than power. In
addition, ADCs take a smaller proportion of total chip area
than chip power in the ISAAC and PUMA architectures. In
practice, CODEX can be tuned in between CODEX-P and
CODEX-A to provide both benefits in ADC area and power
at once depending on the needs of the system and application.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a stochastic input encoding
method called CODEX to reduce the ADC input range in
memristor crossbar systems. By taking advantage of Bernoulli
statistics to normalize the output range, CODEX can be
applied to any general crossbar system and is shown to be
effective across a wide range of applications from senti-
ment classification to image reconstruction. When applied to
the state-of-the-art ISAAC and PUMA accelerators, CODEX
decreases in-situ training time on average by 25.8% and
provide an average 56.6% and 8.63% increase in EE and CE,
respectively.
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